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Power Management and Control Systems for Solar-Wind-Diesel Stand-alone Hybrid 
Energy Systems 
 
by Md. Aminul Islam 
 
Abstract 
A simulation based research on developing a power management and control system for 
stand-alone solar-wind-diesel hybrid energy systems is presented in this dissertation. The 
simulation model of stand-alone system is developed from mathematical models of solar 
photovoltaic system, wind turbines and diesel generators. A multi-variable control system 
is developed and implemented into the simulation models in order to achieve optimum 
performance. The model of solar photovoltaic energy conversion system is constructed 
with maximum power point tracking control to extract maximum power from the solar 
photovoltaic system. An improved control system is developed for wind energy 
conversion system to optimize the operation of wind turbine through speed regulation and 
maximum power point tracking control. In addition, a governor control system is 
developed for the diesel generation system. The frequency regulation system consist 
conventional phase locked loop system and a voltage regulator in order to regulate the 
load voltage. A power management strategy is introduced to share the generated power 
and to improve the power quality where priority is given to the wind energy conversion 
system. The power management algorithm controls the sharing of generated power and 
optimizes the hybrid operation. The complete model of stand-alone solar-wind-diesel 
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Electrical power systems are facing many challenges in development and expansion. 
These are no longer limited in technical, economic, or financial in nature but are 
environmental and social. Climate change and sustainable development are major 
challenges of the 21
st
 century, with extraordinary implications for energy and 
environmental security [1]. The utilization of traditional energy sources such as natural 
gas, coal and oil causes the increase of electrical energy generation cost besides their 
pollutant effects to environment [2]. A rapid growth of the energy demand is affecting the 
environment and leaving a long lasting harmful effect on the environment. Renewable 
energy resources like wind energy, solar PV and tidal energy have the potential to 
overcome these difficulties.  
For different regions and locations, climatic conditions including solar irradiance, 
temperature and wind speed are continuously changing. It may cause the instability 
shortcoming for electrical power generation from solar photovoltaic and wind turbines. In 
order to efficiently and economically utilize the renewable energy resources the concept 
of Hybrid Energy Systems (HES) has been proposed.  
This work focuses on the development of power management systems, control systems 
for solar-wind-diesel hybrid energy system, test and validate the algorithms in simulation 
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interface. Mathematical modeling is required to develop and simulate the model of solar 
photovoltaic, wind and diesel energy conversion system. 
In this chapter, a detail background of the system approach and feasibility of hybrid 
operation is discussed. The basic principles of solar photovoltaic, wind energy conversion 
systems and maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm is also introduced to give 
an overview of the major system components.  
1.1 Current Status and Background 
 
A modern power network is one that takes advantage of leading technologies to improve 
power grid efficiency, reliability and flexibility. A number of technical, economical and 
societal factors are coming together to make microgrids the biggest driving change in the 
electric power infrastructure on the horizon. The cost of distributed generation is 
continuing to drop and is competitive with grid-supplied power in many regions. For 
example, photovoltaic (PV) panels and inverters continue to decline in cost and clean 
natural gas fired and diesel generation is inexpensive because of very low gas prices [3]. 
The significance of integrating renewable energy sources are now considered as potential 
solution for a sustainable future.  
The stand-alone hybrid solar-wind power generation system is recognized as a viable 
alternative to grid supply or to conventional fossil fuel based remote area power supplies 
all over the world. There are approximately 292 off-grid Canadian remote communities 
with a total population of approximately 194,281 people (2006 Statistics Canada Census); 
they have significant wind energy potentials [4]. The annual demand is approximately 
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1,477,415 MWh/yr where fossil fuel generation type is mostly diesel. As the operation of 
diesel generators are highly expensive and contribute in carbon emission an alternative 
solution is required to minimize the diesel consumption. In the period of 2008-2011 the 
annual growth rate of solar photovoltaic power was 147.3% in Canada [5]. At the same 
time wind power generation has gained popularity and is estimated to produce 12% of the 
world’s electricity by 2020 [6]. Consequently, the idea of hybrid operation is gaining 
attention among the researchers in electrical power industry. 
TechnoCentre Éolien (TCÉ) has developed an infrastructure of hybrid renewable energy 
operation in Gaspé, Quebec. The main purpose of this project is to study the potential 
applications and operation of the stand-alone hybrid energy system. The current 
infrastructure consists of one wind power plant, one diesel power plant, one compressed 
air storage unit, one motor-generator electric drive (MGSet), one battery bench, one heat 
exchanger, one resistive load, secondary loads and one remote monitoring system [7]. 




Figure 1 Proposed design of the micro-grid project by TCÉ [7] 
A provision to implement solar photovoltaic system is also included in this project. A 
part of the TCÉ system is taken into consideration in this simulation based research. This 
research was being conducted according to the project specification in Quebec so the 
power management strategy and control algorithms are applied in simulation to study the 
hybrid operation of solar-wind-diesel energy conversion system. TechnoCentre Éolien 




1.2 Literature Review 
 
Literature review on hybrid energy system is very extensive. However, a brief literature 
review is done to facilitate the work conducted in this study. Since the study includes the 
operation of hybrid energy system consisting solar, wind and diesel energy systems, 
following topics are considered in developing the simulation model: 
i. Feasibility studies 
ii. Wind energy conversion systems 
iii. Solar photovoltaic energy conversion systems 
iv. Maximum power point tracking systems and  
v. Hybrid system operation 
1.2.1 Feasibility Study 
 
One of the recent studies on the feasibility of a standalone solar-wind hybrid energy 
system for application in the region of Ethiopia shows a potential of such systems in [8]. 
According to the reference, the annual average irradiation in Europe is about 1000 
kWh/m
2
, in middle-east it’s approximately around 1800 kWh/m
2
. In the tropical zone the 
average is estimated to be around 2000 kWh/m2. Based on a variety of design 
parameters; such as PV size, wind turbine rotor swept area, battery capacity, PV module 
slope angle, and wind turbine installation height leveled cost of energy ($/kW h) ranging 
in between $1 and $4 have been estimated. 
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The installation of hybrid energy system in remote areas is one of the promising 
applications of renewable energy technology. Recent research and development of [9] 
have shown excellent potential, as a form of supplementary contribution to conventional 
power generation system. Combination of PV and wind in a hybrid energy system 
reduces the requirement of a battery bank and a diesel engine. Feasibility of hybrid 
PV/wind energy system strongly depends on solar radiation and wind energy potential 
available at the site. Optimum size of hybrid PV/wind energy system can be calculated on 
an hourly basis or on the basis of daily average power per month, the day of minimum 
PV power per month, and the day of minimum wind power per month. In the 
conventional approach power electronics based DC–DC converter are used for maximum 
energy extract from solar and wind energy sources and control the complete hybrid 
system. Some researchers in [9] - [10] have used different controlling technique for 
different combination of hybrid energy systems.  
The study in [9] proposed an advanced control technique to manage the flow of energy 
efficiently with good power quality. The system voltage variation, the frequency, 
waveform and power factor at the time of grid connection, must be maintained within the 
limits. Hybrid energy flow can also be controlled by applying advance control techniques 
on power electronic converters. 
Another study in [11] focuses on the application status and outlook of wind–solar hybrid 
energy system in China. The density of potential wind energy is more than 50 W/m
2
. 
Wind–solar hybrid energy system is more and more considered in China as a renewable 
energy resource compared to conventional stand-alone wind energy system and solar 
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energy system. The circuit topology must be regarded to acquire the maximum power 
point (MPP). The conventional buck, boost and buck-boost circuit are used in the hybrid 
system, but the efficiency is low during the acquire MPP course. It says that some 
intelligent control method must be used to improve the conventional proportional-
integral-derivative (PID) controller to develop an advance MPPT algorithm. The efficient 
MPPT algorithm must be considered to increase the output efficiency of hybrid generate 
system. 
The study in [12] states that the climatic conditions determine the availability and 
magnitude of solar and wind energy at particular site. The long term performance is one 
of the most important design criteria for stand-alone hybrid energy systems. So, weather 
data containing hourly solar irradiation, wind speed and ambient temperature are required 
for feasibility study and design of hybrid systems. 
1.2.2 Wind Energy Conversion Systems 
 
There are significant differences between wind power and conventional power generation 
systems. Wind turbines employ different, often converter based generating systems. 
Wind is the prime mover of the wind turbines, it is not controllable and fluctuates 
randomly. Besides, the typical size of individual wind turbines is much smaller compared 
to the conventional utility generators. Due to these differences, the power generation 
from wind interacts differently with the network and it may have both local and system-
wide impacts on the operation of the power system.  
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The configuration in TechnoCentre Éolien is developed with permanent magnet 
synchronous machine (PMSM) based wind energy conversion system and two controlled 
two-level voltage source converters (VSC). As described in the technical report in [13], a 
similar configuration is followed in this study. Typical configuration is followed where 
PMSM is directly coupled with a wind turbine [14].  The control access through the AC-
DC-AC converters allows the electrical power to connect with the microgrid. The power 
converter circuits are typically made up of generator side converter, DC-link circuit and 
load side converter [15]. The major concern of Wind Energy Conversion System 
(WECS) is to control the speed of a wind turbine. A control system is required to operate 
the wind turbine at above rated wind speed, maintain a desired voltage level in order to 
control the power generation during low demand and vice versa. Speed control of wind 
turbine is also important to ensure the safety of the WECS, converters, transformers and 
loads. 
Non-linear speed controller can be developed by rotor or wind speed estimation as 
explained in [16]. According to this study, stator flux estimation allows the system to 
estimate the rotor speed. A value of constant, K is chosen to achieve the best 
performance. The control system has been designed into two independent parts, machine 
side converter control and grid side converter control. Machine side converter control 
allows the wind turbine to operate at MPP, so that it extracts the maximum possible 
power generation. 
Another technique to control the speed of wind turbine by pitch regulation is the use of 
basic PID controller [17]. To apply the PID control technique a transfer function of a 
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wind turbine has been derived. Non-linearities and step response of a wind turbine has 
been considered to derive the transfer function in order to design the PID controller for 
speed control. 
Digital robust control technique controls the speed of a wind turbine by reducing the 
dynamic loads of the blades using a pitch regulation method [18]. The strategy considers 
the Above Rated Wind Speed (ARWS) zone. During the above rated wind speed 
condition, the controller regulates the pitch angle of the turbine blades thus the speed is 
being controlled. The controller has been designed using a discrete-time control model. 
This method allows the wind turbine to be operated at desired speed within the ARWS 
zone. 
An adaptation technique can be applied to control the speed of wind turbines [19]. The 
adaptation strategy updates a sliding gain and a turbine torque which is unknown to the 
controller. A sliding mode control method has been applied by deriving a mathematical 
model to update the sliding gain to improve the system response. The control system 
tracks the speed profile to operate the wind turbine at maximum power extraction point 
which is also known as MPPT. Adaptive sliding mode control controls the speed of wind 
turbine by controlling the actual turbine torque. 
1.2.3 Solar Photovoltaic Energy Conversion Systems 
 
For the generation of electricity in remote area at reasonable price, sizing of the power 
supply system plays an important role. Since the scaling of input power source is easy, 
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solar PV systems are an excellent choice in remote areas for low and medium level power 
generation [10].  
According to a provisional design specification of TechnoCentre Éolien, a 5kW solar PV 
system was proposed in [7], [13] and was integrated in hybrid energy system 
configuration. The given structure is this study was a standard configuration used for 
conventional solar PVECS. That includes a solar PV array, DC-DC buck converter, 
MPPT controller and loads connected through a controlled DC-AC three phase inverter. 
The generation side DC-DC converter is controlled with signals from maximum power 
point tracking (MPPT) system and the grid or load side converter is controlled with a 
two-level VSC. 
There are two major families of PV generation system as described in [20]: 
i. Grid-connected system 
ii. Stand-alone system 
In this research, a simulation model of stand-alone microgrid is developed based on the 
infrastructure in TechnoCentre Éolien. Most usual configuration of stand-alone PV 
system comes with an energy storage system. 
The building block of PV array is solar cell, which is basically a p-n semiconductor 
junction that directly converts solar irradiation into DC current using the photovoltaic 
effect [21]. A mathematical model of solar PV cell can be obtained from the equivalent 
circuit. The PV module was constructed with a number of solar cells in series-parallel 
connection and a number of PV modules are required to make an array. 
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1.2.4 Maximum Power Point Tracking Algorithm 
 
Maximum power point tracking is a technique that ensures the maximum power 
extraction from non-linear energy resources like solar photovoltaic, wind energy systems 
and tidal energies. For solar PV systems, MPPT algorithm allows the controller to follow 
the optimum voltage and current from a photovoltaic module. Most widely used MPPT 
algorithms are: 
a. Constant voltage method 
b. Perturb & Observe (P&O) method 
c. Incremental conductance method 
a. Constant Voltage Method 
Although this method is very simple, it is always difficult to select the optimal value of 
constant K, that reduces the efficiency of power generation [22]. The basis of the constant 
voltage algorithm is an observation from current-voltage (I-V) characteristic curve, the 
ratio of the PV array’s maximum power voltage, VMPP to its open-circuit voltage, VOC 
that is approximately constant [23]. In other words: (VMPP / VOC) ≈ K < 1. The MPPT 
calculates the correct operating point using this relationship between VMPP & VOC and 
adjusts the array voltage until it reaches the MPP with a pre-set value of K. The operation 
is repeated periodically to track the MPP position. 
b. Perturb & Observe (P&O) Method 
This method is also known as Hill Climbing (HC) method [22]. Its working principle is 
making a small active voltage perturbation in a certain working voltage of photovoltaic 
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cells and observing the change direction of output power. Disturbance observation has 
been widely used in photovoltaic maximum power point tracking because of its simple 
control structure. However, due to its fixed step, the oscillation phenomenon occurs near 
the maximum power point, which reduces the efficiency of power generation. 
In the P&O algorithm, the operating voltage of the PV array is perturbed by a small 
increment, and the resulting power change (ΔP) is measured [23]. If ΔP is positive, then 
the perturbation of the operating voltage moved the PV array’s operating point closer to 
the MPP. The advantage of this method is its simplicity and that is easy to implement. 
The P&O method has a limitation to track the MPP when the sunlight decreases, because 
the power-voltage (P-V) characteristic curve flattens out. Another fundamental drawback 
of P&O method is that it cannot determine when it has actually reached the MPP. 
c. Incremental Conductance Method 
This method estimates the relation between the operating point voltage, U and the 
maximum power point voltage, Umax [24]. The method of increasing conductivity follows 
three conditions: U < Umax, U > Umax and U = Umax. To realize the position of maximum 
power point a reference voltage Uref is applied. For a light intensity and outside 
temperature variation, the incremental conductance method could control the output 
voltage to track the maximum power point voltage smoothly and could also reduce 
oscillation phenomena near the maximum power point. However, this control algorithm 
is very complex, and the setting of adjusting voltage ΔU influences the maximum power 
point tracking accuracy greatly. 
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In another study a terminal sliding mode control (TSMC) algorithm has been applied to 
achieve the MPP under the changing atmosphere [25]. Here, a module current (ipv) and a 
voltage (Vpv) are measured from PV array and sent to the MPP searching algorithm that 
generates the reference maximum power voltage, Vpvd. Then, the reference voltage, Vpvd, 
is given to the MPV-based TSMC algorithm for the maximum power tracking. To 
achieve the maximum power tracking, the terminal sliding mode controller is proposed to 
let PV voltage Vpv track the reference MPV Vpvd. 
The incremental conductance algorithm starts with measuring the present values of PV 
module voltage, V, and current, I [22]. Then, it calculates the incremental changes in 
current (dI) and voltage (dV) using the present values of current and voltage respectively. 
The incremental conductance algorithm is derived by differentiating the PV array power 
with respect to voltage and setting the result equal to zero. A primary advantage of the 
incremental conductance over the perturb-and-observe algorithm is that the incremental 
conductance can actually calculate the direction in which to perturb the array’s operating 
point to reach the MPP [23]. It can determine when it has actually reached the MPP. 
Thus, under rapidly changing conditions, it should not track in the wrong direction, as 
P&O can, and it should not oscillate about the MPP once it reaches it. Based on the above 
literature review on MPPT algorithms for solar PV systems, a comparative analysis 




Table 1 Comparison between the types of MPPT algorithms 
 Constant Voltage 
(CV) 




Method Open Circuit Voltage Hill Climbing Hill Climbing 
Response Time Fast Faster Slow 
Efficiency 
(approx.) 
73-85% 81.5-85% 88-89.9% 
Accuracy Low High Higher 
 
According to the analysis, the incremental conductance method shows higher accuracy 
and promising efficiency, though the response time is slower compared to other methods. 
So far the incremental conductance method is the preferable one for the MPPT algorithm 
of PVECS. 
1.2.5 Hybrid Operation 
 
A Hybrid Solar-Wind System Optimization Sizing (HSWOS) model was developed to 
optimize the capacity sizes of different components of solar-wind hybrid energy system 
in [26]. It employs a battery bank to store the power generated. Mathematical modeling 
of a solar photovoltaic module, wind turbine and storage bank was discussed to simulate 
the behavior of the solar-wind hybrid energy system. The economic model based on the 
Levelized Cost of Energy (LCE) model has been proposed to understand the cost 
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effectiveness of the system. An optimum combination of a hybrid solar wind energy 
system must satisfy both the reliable and economical requirements. 
In hybrid operation of solar-wind system, wind energy is often given priority since the 
availability of wind is greater. A basic power management is proposed in [27] where 
wind is given priority over solar PV.  Solar PV system can be operated in the daytime 
when it is possible to operate the wind turbines both during day and night time [28]. A 
strong strategic control algorithm can not only ensure the full use of solar-wind energy 
resources, but also stabilizes the output current of the system and reduces the volatility 
and impact on energy storage [29]. 
Jian et al. [30] suggests that wind-solar hybrid system can be classified into three systems 
based on the bus bar forms, including pure AC bus bar, pure DC bus bar and hybrid AC-
DC bus bar system. To simplify the system according to the infrastructure available in 




1.3 Objectives, Scopes and Contributions 
 
The main objectives of the thesis concentrate on developing following: 
1) A simulation model for solar photovoltaic energy conversion system (PVECS), wind 
energy conversion system (WECS), diesel generation system and apply maximum 
power point tracking algorithm to extract maximum power. 
2) A simulation model for stand-alone solar-wind-diesel hybrid energy system 
(SWDHES). 
3) Control systems to improve the power quality of the generated power from hybrid 
operation. 
4) A power management system to share the power generated by the hybrid system, to 
increase the system reliability and reduce the use of diesel. Voltage and frequency 
regulation systems are developed and implemented into the simulations model. 
Thesis contribution: A part of the research infrastructure at TechnoCentre Éolien focuses 
on the integration of a solar PV with a wind energy conversion system and developing of 
a control strategy for the power system feeding a microgrid. A power management 
strategy is required to operate such hybrid system. This research is conducted based on 
the infrastructure developed in Gaspé, so TechnoCentre Éolien may apply the algorithm 
for the hybrid operation. The main contribution of this research is presented in chapter 2, 




1.4 Organization of the Dissertation 
 
Chapter 2 focuses on the development of solar photovoltaic energy conversion system 
(PVECS) that includes a background on the fundamentals of PVECS, modeling solar cell, 
module and PV array. It introduces the major components of PVECS, control schemes 
and the configuration developed in this work.  
Chapter 3 describes the principle of wind energy conversion system (WECS) that 
includes brief introduction to the major components of WECS, modeling wind turbine 
and the energy conversion system. It describes control schemes for wind turbine and the 
electrical configuration developed based on practical setup. It covers general background 
on diesel generators and methodology applied to develop the system. 
In chapter 4 a power management strategy is developed for the hybrid operation of 
stand-alone solar-wind-diesel energy conversion system. The integration of energy 
storage is also introduced in this chapter. It also provides the result obtained from 
simulation study. 
Chapter 5 concludes the contribution of this work and provides an overview on the 









The concept of using renewable energy sources emerged from the need to search for 
alternate green sources of energy. In order to diminish the greenhouse effect and to slow 
the depletion of fossil fuel, the solar energy has been utilized [31]. Photovoltaic power 
systems are becoming increasingly important in modern electrical grids. 
This chapter presents a mathematical model of solar PV cell that is based on the 
equivalent circuit [32], [33]. The model was applied to in simulation in order to generate 
the behaviour of a 250W PV module. The results are compared to the original 
characteristic curves from the datasheet of the CS6P-250M module [34]. This model can 
generate the I-V and P-V characteristics of the PV cell and module. It is developed to 





 interface to simulate and to obtain the simulation results. It can also 
be applied for further simulation based research and analysis on PVECS. 
2.2 Background 
 
In recent years, PV power systems have drawn significant research attention in modeling 
and simulation studies for both stand-alone and grid-tied systems [35]. Simulation based 
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implementation is being widely popular in research, especially for large scale analysis. 
The PV module is the basic building block in the PV systems. The conventional 
technique to model the solar cell is to establish the mathematical expressions based on the 
equivalent circuits of the cell [36]. A solar cell consists of layers of semiconductor 
materials that exploit the photoelectric effect to convert photon energy of the sun 
radiation into electricity. In terms of power electronics, a solar cell can be considered as a 
current source with non-linear characteristics [37]. 
The study [37] includes the performance analysis of a 250W PV module and its behavior 
on different air temperature conditions, irradiance levels. It also focuses on the effects of 
varying shunt and series resistances. The model has been developed considering possible 
environmental effects on solar PV generation. The data from the characteristics curves 
obtained in this study is compared to the curves provided by the CS6P-250M PV module 
datasheet. Therefore, it is possible to simulate the behavior of any large scale PV array or 
solar PVECS using the model developed in this research. 
2.3 Photovoltaic Cell 
2.3.1 Modeling PV Cell 
 
The equivalent circuit of a solar photovoltaic (PV) cell is given below. It includes a 





Figure 2 Equivalent circuit of a solar photovoltaic cell 
An equation of current to the load can be obtained from the equivalent circuit in fig. 2. 
The load current equation is given below [22], [32], [40]: 
        [   
 (     )
   
  ]   
(     )
   
    (1) 
Where, I is the load current, IPH is the photocurrent, IS is the diode saturation current, q is 
the electron charge, V is the terminal voltage of the cell, N is the diode ideality factor, K 
is the Boltzmann constant, T is the cell temperature, RS and RSH is the series and shunt 
resistance respectively. The behavior of a solar photovoltaic (PV) cell is completely 




Figure 3 Simulation model subsystem of solar PV cell 
 




Figure 5 Power vs voltage (P-V) curve of simulated PV cell 
Fig. 3 shows the Simulink
®
 subsystem for solar PV cell. The I-V characteristics (current 
vs voltage) curve generated from the simulation model of a solar PV cell is shown in fig. 
4. The current remains steady until the cell voltage reaches at 0.5 V and drops when the 
voltage reaches its saturation point at 0.62 V. Fig. 5 shows the P-V characteristics (power 
vs voltage) curve where the cell power develops with the increase in voltage until the 
voltage reaches at maximum power point when the cell voltage is 0.55 V approximately. 
The power starts to drops when the voltage is above MPP. 
2.4 Photovoltaic Module 
2.4.1 Modeling PV Module 
 
In order to develop the model of a 250 W solar photovoltaic module a real PV module 
CS6P-250M manufactured by Canadian Solar has been considered as a standard module. 
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The model was developed based on the available information from the datasheet. 
Following table shows the key specification of the PV module under Standard Test 
Conditions (STC) [34]. 
Table 2 Key specification of CS6P-250M PV module under STC 
Electrical Characteristics CS6P-250M 
Nominal Maximum Power 250 W 
Optimum Operating Voltage 30.4 V 
Optimum Operating Current 8.22 A 
Open Circuit Voltage, VOC 37.5 V 
Short Circuit Current, ISC 8.74 A 




The original PV module contains total 60 cells. In order to generate the specified voltage 
from the simulated model, total 60 cells are required to be connected in series. In this 
system, desired voltage level is achieved by applying a gain on the cell voltage, equals to 




Figure 6 I-V characteristics of module for different irradiation and temperature 
 




Figure 8 I-V curve of simulated PV module 
 
Figure 9 P-V curve of simulated PV module 
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Fig. 6 shows the I-V curve of the CS6P-250M module for different irradiation and 
temperature [34]. The Simulink
®
 model of the PV module, I-V and P-V characteristics 
curves from the simulation are given in fig. 7, 8 and 9 respectively. The results in fig. 8 
and 9 are obtained under STC. The characteristic from the CS6P-250M as shown in fig. 6 
is compared with the results obtained from the simulation and presented in fig. 11 and 12. 
2.4.2 Effect of Solar Irradiance Variation 
 
The model of PV cell in fig. 3 includes two major subsystems that play a great effect on 
the behavior of PV module. One of them calculates the photocurrent, IPH. The 
photocurrent, IPH depends on the solar irradiance and cell temperature. The output of the 
PV module varies as a function of solar irradiance level which can be obtained from the 
following equation [22], [32], [40]: 
           (      ) 
 
    
     (2) 
Here, ISC is the short circuit current, Ki is the temperature coefficient of short circuit 





Figure 10 Subsystem of simulation model for photocurrent 
Fig. 10 shows the subsystem that calculates the photocurrent. The simulation was 
performed for 1000, 800, 600 and 400 W/m
2
 irradiation levels under the STC. Cell 
temperature, T was kept constant at 25
o 
C (298 K). 
 




Figure 12 P-V curve of the PV module for different irradiance level 
The effects of different irradiation level on I-V and P-V characteristics are presented in 
fig. 11 and 12 respectively. As seen in fig. 11 and 12, the variation of irradiation level 
affects widely on the current and voltage generated in PV module. According to the 
results; open circuit voltage, VOC drops slightly and short circuit current, ISC decreases 
widely with the decrement of solar irradiation, B. This behavior for different solar 





2.4.3 Effect of Temperature Variation 
 
The other subsystem of PV cell model calculates the diode saturation current, IS. The 
diode saturation current varies as a cubic function of the temperature and it can be 
expressed as the following equation [32], [41], [42]: 
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    (3) 
In this equation, IRS is the diode reverse saturation current and Vt is the thermal voltage. 
The cell reverse saturation current can be obtained from the equation given below [41]: 
    
   
           
     (4) 
Thermal voltage, Vt can be obtained from the following equation: 
   
  
 
         (5) 
 




Figure 14 Subsystem of simulation model for reverse saturation current 
The subsystems showed on fig. 13 and 14 are constructed to generate the saturation 
current, IS and reverse saturation current, IRS based on (3) and (4) respectively. The 
simulation was performed for 5
o 
C (278 K), 25
o 
C (298 K), 45
o 
C (318 K) and 65
o 
C (338 
K) under the Standard Test Conditions (STC). During this test solar irradiance, B was 








Figure 16 I-V curve of the PV module for different temperature level 
The effects of different temperature on I-V and P-V characteristics are presented on fig. 
15 and 16 respectively. According to the I-V and P-V characteristics in Fig. 15 and 16; 
open circuit voltage, VOC drops and short circuit current, ISC rises slightly when the 
temperature increases. This behavior for varying temperature has been validated from the 
datasheet of the CS6P-250M PV module and fig. 6 [34]. 
2.4.4 Effect of Varying Series Resistance 
 
Generally, the typical value of series resistance, RS of the PV cell is very low. This model 
was developed to render the suitable model for any given PV cell so that it is possible to 
vary RS and observe its effects on the behavior of the PV module. This simulation was 
performed for three different values of RS, respectively 1 mΩ, 5 mΩ and 10 mΩ. The 
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simulation was performed under STC, where temperature, T was kept constant at 25
o 
C 




Figure 17 I-V characteristics of PV module for different values of series resistance RS 
 
Figure 18 P-V characteristics of PV module for different values of series resistance RS 
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As seen in fig. 17 and 18, the variation of RS affects the deviation of maximum power 
point of the PV cell and the module as well. However, the open circuit voltage, VOC and 
short circuit current, ISC remains same. 
2.4.5 Effect of Varying Shunt Resistance 
 
In general, the value of the shunt resistance, RSH of the PV cell should be large enough to 
achieve the maximum output from the PV module.  
 




Figure 20 P-V characteristics of PV module for different values of shunt resistance RSH 
The effects of varying RSH on module’s I-V and P-V characteristics are shown in fig. 19 
and 20 respectively. For low value of RSH, the output current of the PV cell drops so fast 
and it causes a high power loss. The simulation is performed for three different values of 
RSH, respectively 1 Ω, 10 Ω and 1000 Ω. The effects of different RSH can be seen in the I-
V and P-V characteristics curve of the PV module shown in fig. 19 and 20. Variation of 
RSH also affects the deviation of maximum power point of the PV cell and module as 
well. 
2.5 Major Components of Photovoltaic Energy Conversion System 
2.5.1 Photovoltaic Array 
 
A series parallel combination of PV module is developed to construct the model of 
photovoltaic array in simulation. In order to create a 6kW PV array, the CS6P-250M PV 
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module is applied where the nominal voltage and current generated by each module is 
30.4 V and 8.22 A respectively. A bank of four modules in series generates a voltage of 
121.6 V and a bank of six modules in series generates a total current of 49.32 A. The 
schematic diagram of series-parallel connections of PV module is shown in the fig. 21. 
 
Figure 21 The schematic diagram of module connections in PV array 
Total 24 PV modules are connected in a way, so that the array generates 6kW electrical 
power at optimal condition. Based on equation (1) to (5), a simulation model of 6kW 
solar PV array is constructed in Matlab®/Simulink® [43]. Fig. 22 shows the subsystem 




Figure 22 Subsystem of simulation model for PV array 
The conventional configuration is followed to develop a stand-alone PVECS. The 
simulation model is developed for the case of stand-alone solar photovoltaic system. The 
PVECS configuration is developed with a PV array, a MPPT controlled DC/DC boost 
converter, a three-phase two-level VSC controlled by load voltage regulator, dump load 
based frequency regulator and main load. A brief discussion on dump load based 
frequency regulation and load voltage regulator is provided in chapter 4. The schematic 
and subsystem of the model is shown in fig. 23 and 24 respectively. 
 




Figure 24 Simulation model of stand-alone PVECS in Simulink®/SimPower® interface 
This simulation is executed for 10 seconds with variable solar irradiance and under STC 
where cell temperature is 25
o 
C.  Results obtained from the simulation are presented 
below: 
 
Figure 25 Variable solar irradiation (W/m
2




Figure 26 Duty cycle generated by MPPT and voltage induced by solar PV array 
 
Figure 27 Power Generated by solar PV (W) and load power (kW) 
Fig. 25 shows the variable solar irradiance applied to the system and generated current 





 and the generated current varies in a limit from 30 A to 50 A 
approximately depending on the solar irradiation. A MPPT controller, based on 
incremental conductance method, calculates the proper duty cycle to generate switching 
pulse signals for the DC/DC boost converter. Fig. 26 states the duty cycle and voltage 
induced at solar PV array. Total power generated by solar PV and the power consumed 
by resistive load is presented in fig. 27. 
2.5.2 Power Electronic Converter Interface 
 
Power electronic converters are widely used in renewable energy applications, especially 
for solar and wind energy systems [44]. Furthermore, power electronic converter allows 
accessing and controlling the torque, speed for wind turbine and voltage of solar PV in 
order to regulate the generated power.  
Since the power generated by solar PV is DC, a classic DC/DC boost converter is applied 
to regulate the DC link voltage. MPPT controller generates duty cycle in order to create 
pulse width modulation (PWM) switching signals for the converter. The switching signal 
allows the boost converter to operate the solar PV system at optimum voltage and current 
so that the maximum power extraction is possible. The voltage induced in this PV 
generation end is 121.6 V, so a boost converter is required to synchronize with the micro-
grid where the bus voltage is 600 V.  A DC/AC three phase inverter is applied to connect 




2.5.2.1 Three-phase, Two-Level Voltage Source Converter 
 
This type of converter has been widely used in industry form different applications 
including solar and wind energy systems. Depending on the voltage of the device and 
required supply voltage the two-level voltage source converter (VSC) allows the switches 
to be connected in series [45]. The converter is composed of six switches, S1 to S6, with 
an antiparallel free-wheeling diode for each switch as shown in fig. 28 [44]. Depending 
on operation type and power range these switches can be IGBT, MOSFET or IGCT 
devices. If the primary end of the converter takes input as DC then the secondary end 
produces three-phase variable voltage with variable frequency on AC side. Whether this 
type of configuration is often referred as inverter and connects the system to AC loads, 
VSC circuit allows bidirectional flow of power.   
 
Figure 28 Circuit diagram of a three-phase, two-level voltage source converter 
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2.6 Development of Control Systems for PVECS 
2.6.1 Maximum Power Point Tracking Control 
 
Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) is a technique that ensures the maximum power 
extraction from non-linear energy sources like solar PV systems. The algorithm allows 
the controller to operate PV module at optimum voltage and current so the extraction of 
maximum power is ensured. There are many methods for maximum power point 
tracking. Most common methods for solar PV systems are [22], [23], [25]: 
1. Constant voltage method 
2. Perturb and Observe (P&O) method and 
3. Incremental conductance method 
Among several MPPT algorithms incremental conductance method is recommended due 
to higher accuracy and reliability [22], [23], [25]. This method estimates the relation 
between the operating voltage U and maximum voltage Umax [24]. Method of increasing 
conductivity follows three conditions: U < Umax, U > Umax and U = Umax. To realize the 
maximum power point (MPP) a reference voltage, Uref is applied. When the solar 
irradiance and outside temperature changes, the incremental conductance method controls 
the output voltage to track the maximum power point voltage smoothly and also reduces 
the oscillation phenomenon near the MPP. The flowchart of the algorithm is shown in fig. 






























  ) right of MPP thus U > Umax        (8) 
 
Figure 29 Flow chart of the incremental conductance method MPPT algorithm 
However, this control method is complicated and the setting of adjusting voltage ΔU 






This chapter provided an overview of solar photovoltaic energy conversion system. The 
fundamentals of modeling solar PV cell, module and array are described. The major 
components of PVECS were discussed, including maximum power point tracking 
algorithm, DC/DC power electronic converter, DC/AC three-phase inverter, two-level 
VSC control system and stand-alone operation of PVECS. The results obtained from 
simulation are presented and discussed in this chapter. Results presented in this chapter 
shows the effect of varying solar irradiance, temperature, series and shunt resistances in 
I-V and P-V characteristics curve generated by the simulation models of solar PV cell 
and module. The behaviour of a stand-alone solar PVCES under variable solar irradiance 











A new technological energy solution provided by wind energy system is experiencing a 
high growth rate in recent days. Wind energy systems are omnipresent, freely available 
and environment friendly [46]. The combined wind-diesel operation is being popular all 
over the world since the availability of wind is unpredictable and depends on 
geographical and meteorological conditions. Hybrid operation increases the reliability of 
stand-alone system, reduces the production cost and ensures the availability of power. 
This type of system is often used as a potential source of electric power supply for off-
grid communities and facilities [47]. 
This chapter demonstrates the fundamentals of wind energy conversion system (WECS), 
mathematical modeling of wind power extraction, electrical generator and power 
electronic converter interface. A maximum power point tracking method is applied to 
optimize the operation of wind turbine and the machine side converter controller allows 
access to control the speed. The modeling of diesel generator and control system for 






Wind energy has been used for hundreds of years for milling grains, pumping water and 
sailing the seas. The use of windmills to generate electricity started in late nineteenth 
century with the development of a 12kW DC windmill generator [48]. Over the last two 
decades, a variety of wind power technologies have been developed, which have 
improved the conversion efficiency of and reduced the costs for wind energy production. 
The size of wind turbines has increased from few kilowatts to several megawatts each. In 
addition to on-land installations, large wind turbines have been pushed to offshore 
locations to harvest more energy and reduce their impact on land use and landscape. 
Over the past few years, wind energy has shown the fastest rate of growth of any form of 
electricity generation with its development stimulated by concerns of national policy 
makers over climate change, energy diversity and security supply. In terms of transferring 
low-carbon energy sources, the electricity generated from wind is viewed as easier than 
other challenging sectors of the economy such as surface and air transport and domestic 
heating. Hence the use of cost-effective and reliable low-carbon electricity generation 
sources, in addition to demand side measures, is becoming an important objective of 
energy policy in many countries [45]. 
The availability of wind energy is very uncertain and it reduces the reliability of a power 
system. Although diesel generation system has many drawbacks like high maintenance, 
fuel supply cost, noise and hazardous gas emission issues [46], they are often integrated 
in such isolated system in order to provide reliability and maximize the profit [47]. 
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A simulation model is wind-diesel conversion system is constructed to study the 
behaviour of a hybrid operation. The study focuses on the development and application of 
control systems for wind turbine and diesel generation system. This model is integrated 
with the solar PV system in order to develop the simulation model of stand-alone 
SWDHES.  
3.3 Major Components of Wind Energy Conversion System 
 
Wind energy technology has evolved rapidly over the last three decades with increasing 
rotor diameters and the use of sophisticated power electronics to allow operation at 
variable rotor speed. Major components of wind energy conversion systems are discussed 
below: 
3.3.1 Wind Turbine 
 
The wind turbine is one of the most important elements in wind energy conversion 
systems. Wind turbine produce electricity by using the power of the wind to drive an 
electrical generator. Wind passes over the blades, generating lift and exerting a turning 
force. The rotating blades turn a shaft inside the nacelle, which goes into a gearbox. The 
gearbox increases the rotational speed to that which is appropriate for the generator, 
which uses magnetic fields to convert the rotational energy into electrical energy. The 
power output goes to a transformer or power electronic converter, which converts the 




3.3.1.1 Modeling Wind Energy Conversion System 
 
A wind turbine extracts kinetic energy of wind through the swept area of the blades. The 
power in the airflow is given by [45], [44]: 
     
 
 
          ( ) 
Where, ρ is the air density, A is the swept area of rotor and v is the wind speed. 
The power transferred to the wind turbine rotor is reduced by the power coefficient, Cp 
and it can be obtained from the following relations [45], [49]: 
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The wind power captured by the blade and converted into mechanical power (PM) can be 
calculated by: 
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The maximum value of Cp is defined by the Betz limit, which states that a turbine can 
never extract more than 59.3% of the power from an air stream [44], [50]. In reality, wind 
turbine rotors have maximum Cp values in the range 25-45%. It is also conventional to 
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Where, 
ω = Rotational speed of rotor 
R = Radius of tip of rotor 
v = Wind speed 
The power coefficient, Cp of the wind turbine is a function of β and λ which is obtained 
from a generic expression in [51] given by equation (15). 
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Equation (13) to (16) has been used in developing the mathematical model of wind 
turbine. The simulation model developed to generate the mechanical power produced 
from wind turbine is shown in fig. 30. The function and construction of MPPT block is 




Figure 30 Subsystem of simulation model for wind power extraction 
The simulation model constructed to develop WECS is given below: 
 
Figure 31 Subsystem of simulation model for WECS 
This configuration consists of a subsystem of wind turbine model, where the 
mathematical model is constructed to generate the reference speed and mechanical torque 
as shown in fig. 30. The subsystem of the generator model consists of controllers, 
SimPower® block of PMSG and a machine side three-phase power electronic converter 
being controlled by the speed and current controllers. A load side three-phase converter is 
connected with the generator through a DC-link capacitor, where the converter receives 
PWM switching signals to regulate the load voltage. A three-phase RLC filter is 
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connected between the load and converter in order to improve the power quality and 
minimize the transition effect. 
3.3.2 Electrical Generator 
 
The evolution of wind power conversion technology has led to the development of 
different types of wind turbine configuration that make use of a variety of electric 
generators. Depending on their construction and operating principle, the wind generators 
are divided in two main groups: induction generators (IGs) and synchronous generators 
(SGs). Both induction and synchronous generators have wound rotors, which are fed by 
slip rings through brushes or by a brushless electromagnetic exciter. 
In these days, SGs are extensively used in WECS and are classified in two types: (i) 
wound rotor synchronous generator (WRSG) and (ii) permanent magnet synchronous 
generator (PMSG). Among these two types, PMSGs are considered to be the promising 
option for direct driven wind turbine operation where gearboxes are not required [52]. 
PMSG has advantages like higher efficiency, better thermal characteristics, solid field 
structure, high power to weight ratio and improved dynamic stability [53]. The WECS 
infrastructure in TCÉ, Quebec is developed with PMSG, so the simulation is constructed 
according to their system configuration. 
3.3.2.1 Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator 
 
Permanent magnet synchronous machines provide higher efficiency in lower speed 
applications. For given mechanical specification the use of PMSG in WECS results 
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smaller system size and high power density leading to maximum overall efficiency [49]. 
The typical construction of PMSG includes a stator and rotor. The use of permanent 
magnet provides brushless operation to create magnetic flux. Due to the absence of rotor 
windings, it is possible to achieve high power density through reduced weight and size of 
the machine.  
The mechanical and electrical system of the machine is represented by the state space 
model. In order to obtain sinusoidal electromotive force, the established stator flux by 
permanent magnets is also chosen as sinusoidal. Due to the presence of large air gap in 
PMSG, it is assumed that the machine has a linear magnetic circuit and the core of either 
stator or rotor does not saturate. The equations for electrical and mechanical system can 
be obtained from the simplified dq-axis model of PMSG in the rotor-field synchronous 
reference frame [49], [54]. 
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Here, equation (17) to (19) are used for electrical system where, Ld and Lq are the d and q 
axis inductances respectively, R is the resistance of the stator windings, id and iq is the d 
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and q axis current respectively, vd and vq is the d and q axis voltage respectively, ωr is the 
angular velocity of the rotor, φ is the rotor flux, p is the number of poles and Te is the 
electromagnetic torque. 
Mechanical equations are expressed as given in equation (20) and (21) where, J is the 
combined inertia of rotor and load, F is the combined viscous friction of rotor and load, θ 
is the rotor angular position, Tm is the mechanical torque and Tf is the shaft friction 
torque. 
3.3.3 Power Electronic Converter Interface 
 
Power electronic interface provides control access to the WECS through speed and torque 
control. A bi-directional converter unit, known as back-to-back converter, is more 
popular in such system. This rectifier-inverter pair is predominantly used configuration in 
wind energy systems, where one converter works as rectifier and other operates as 
inverter. Both converters work in either direction of power flow throughout the power 
conversion. The converter on generator side VSC is controlled using pulse width 
modulation (PWM) technique [45]. A DC-link capacitor is connected in between the pair 
in order to achieve control access. Typically the magnitude for DC-link voltage is kept 
higher than the load side line to line voltage [49].  
The main advantage of using such configuration is, it is a well-established technology 
and has been applied for many years in machine drive based application. Moreover, the 
decoupling of VSCs through a capacitor allows separate control of the two converters 




Figure 32 Back-to-back VSCs 
3.4 Development of Control Systems for WECS 
3.4.1 Maximum Power Point Tracking Control 
 
The optimization of wind energy based power system mostly depends on the MPPT 
algorithm. Therefore, MPPT controller allows operating the wind turbine at optimum tip 
speed ratio to maximize the power co-efficient, by controlling the rotational speed to 
track the optimum speed of rotation [55]. The power coefficient, Cp depends on the tip 
speed ratio, λ, which depends on the turbine rotor shaft speed, ωr. So, Cp can reach at 
maximum value for an optimum tip speed ratio λopt. The maximum value of Cp implies 
that the wind turbine converting maximum possible energy into mechanical energy [49]. 
In case of non-availability of wind turbine characteristics and speed, a controller is 
required to track the MPP by providing a reference speed. So, an improved MPPT control 
strategy has been developed where the wind turbine characteristics and the wind speed is 
not required to extract the maximum available power from wind [56]. In this algorithm, a 
positive gain, α, is implemented based on the power to find the speed reference, ωref, to 
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make the system more reliable. The power is calculated from the available wind speed 
using equation (13). A random parameter called speed factor, k, is chosen where its value 
changes with the variation of the turbine speed. The following expression has been 
developed to update the parameter in the algorithm: 
     ( )            (  ) 
Hence, a higher value of k is chosen at low wind speed and with increase in wind speed 
the value of k decreases. The value of k is chosen (k = 1000) manually from simulation by 
trial and error method. A flowchart of the developed algorithm is shown in the fig. 33, 
where Pm is the mechanical power produced by the wind turbine. 
 




3.4.2 Machine Side Converter Control 
 
A control scheme based on flux weakening vector control is developed for PMSG [49]. 
In this system, PMSG drive consists of three-phase power converter, generator, vector 
controller and a speed controller. Simulation model developed for the control system is 
the following: 
 
Figure 34 Subsystem of simulation model for PMSG based WECS [54] 
The torque reference is obtained from the speed controller developed based on simple PI 





Figure 35 Simulation model of the speed controller generating torque reference [54]  
The three-phase generator reference current is obtained through the vector control 
scheme and the controller generates PWM signals through a three-phase current 
regulator. This control scheme is obtained from [54] and integrated in the model shown 
in fig. 36. 
 
Figure 36 Simulation model of vector control scheme with current controller [54] 
In order to achieve the desired torque reference, Tref the nominal value of flux is 
maintained to regulate the line current amplitude. To achieve the desired flux weakening, 
the amplitude and phase of the currents are also changed in accordance with the machine 
torque-speed operating characteristic. The following equations are used in developing the 
control system, where equation (23) and (24) are used in modeling simple PI-controller 
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for speed control. Here, ωerror is the difference between the reference speed, ωref and 
actual rotor speed, ωr; Kp_torque and Ki_torque is the proportional and integral gain 
respectively. Equation (25) and (26) are used for modeling the inputs for the current 
regulator, which is a simple hysteresis controller [54]. 
                    (  ) 
              (      )           ∫(      ( ))    (  ) 
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              (  ) 
To calculate the stator reference current Iabc
*





 and electrical angle. The machine is controlled through the switching signals for 
power converter generated by using Iabc
*
 and three phase stator current Iabc. 
3.5 Diesel Generator 
 
Diesel power generators are considered as the most reliable form of emergency backup 
power. Because of the need of rapid response time, load carrying capacity, fuel supply, 
availability and reliability diesel generators are popular and effectively required in 
modern building code and standards. Quick response time is one of the unique features of 




The typical configuration of a diesel generator consists of a diesel engine with a governor 
control system and a synchronous machine. The major components of a diesel engine 
model consists of a controller to check the steady-state error in speed and an actuator 
with gain K, time constant Ti and integrator in order to control the fuel rack position [58]. 
As is well known, diesel engines are highly nonlinear devices and their characteristics 
vary as a function of different parameters like power output, speed and ambient 
temperature. The existence of non-linear, time-varying, dead time between the fuel 
injection and production of mechanical torque, Tmech makes the control of diesel engine 
much more complex [59]. The speed of diesel engines is commonly controlled by a PI 
controller to prevent the steady-state error. The expression of mechanical torque, Tmech is 
obtained from the following equation where TD is a time delay. 
     ( )   
     ( )     (  ) 
The governor control system provides access to regulate the speed of the engine and in 
turn the power produced by controlling the diesel flow to the engine [49]. The modeling 
of governor control system is described briefly in section 3.6.1. 
3.5.1 Synchronous Machine 
 
A synchronous generator consists of two elements: the field and the armature [45]. The 
field is located on the rotor and the armature is located on the stator. The field winding 
carries DC electricity to produce magnetic field that rotates with the rotor shaft. This 
magnetic field cuts the stator conductors and three voltages while rotating. The electrical 
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system of a diesel generator is represented by state space model. Each phase consists of a 
voltage source in series with RL impedance, which represents the internal impedance of 
the machine. In this model, the dynamics of stator, field and damper windings are taken 
into consideration. The equivalent circuit in d-q rotor reference frame is shown in the 
figure below. 
 





Figure 38 Equivalent circuit of electrical system of synchronous machine in d-axis frame 
[54] 
The electrical system equations are given below [49], [54]: 
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Where the subscript: a) R, s refers to the rotor and stator parameters, b) l, m refers to 
leakage and magnetizing inductance and c) f, k refers to field and damper winding 
quantity respectively.  
The mechanical system equations are expressed as below [49], [54]:  
   ( )  
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  ( )     ( )                  (  ) 
Where, H is the inertia constant, Tm is the mechanical torque, Te is the electromagnetic 
torque, Ks is the damping factor representing effect of damper windings, ωR is the rotor 




3.5.2 Excitation System 
 
In order to supply an adjustable direct current to the main generator field winding, an 
excitation system is required. The exciter may be a DC generator on small set sizes. It is 
possible to regulate the terminal voltage when operating in generator mode [49]. The 
excitation system applied in this work is a DC exciter [60] and it is assumed that there is 
no saturation in the system.  
Major components of an excitation system include a voltage regulator and an exciter 
circuit. The excitation system is represented by the transfer function expressed in 
equation (42) [54]. 
    
  
        
              (  ) 
Where, Vfd is the exciter voltage, Er is the output of voltage regulator, Kex is the exciter 
gain and Tex is the time constant of exciter. 
3.6 Development of Control Systems for DECS 
3.6.1 Governor Control System 
 
It is possible to regulate the speed of a diesel engine by controlling the flow of diesel into 
the cylinders with the help of injectors. The device performs this task is known as 
governor in diesel generators. Regardless of any change occurring in the demand, 
governor is responsible to operate the engine at constant speed. In a DECS, the diesel 
engine acts as the prime mover which is coupled with the generator shaft in order to 
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generate electricity. A governor that operates the engine within a range of speed is known 
as the speed limiting governor [49]. A constant speed governor is chosen in this work to 
integrate with the hybrid system. The simulation model of the diesel engine along with a 
governor control system is shown in the following figure. 
 
Figure 39 Model of the diesel engine with governor control system 
The operating speed of a diesel generator is related to the frequency of the voltage 
generated as given in the below expression: 
                   
 
                    (      )                         
   
 
The governor can be controlled using either speed or the frequency. But control based on 
speed is recommended since the generator frequency signal depends on the excitation of 
the generator. In case of failure in excitation, the residual magnetism may fail to generate 
the required signal. Such failure can damage the prime mover shaft by operating at over 






The construction and principle components of wind-diesel energy conversion systems are 
introduced in this chapter. Here, the modeling of wind turbine, PMSG based power 
generation, back-to-back VSC based power electronic converter interface, MPPT 
algorithm and the construction of machine side converter control for WECS are 
demonstrated. The development of SG based diesel power generation, excitation system 








The distributed power generation system based on renewable energy sources such as 
solar PV, wind turbines is experiencing a rapid growth around the world. Wind energy is 
widely being integrated in stand-alone system where solar PV systems are gaining 
attention [2], [8], [29]. Since the availability of wind and solar depends on geographic 
location and meteorological conditions, the hybrid operation of stand-alone system can 
improves the reliability and power quality in remote locations. Besides conventional 
control systems like frequency regulation and voltage regulation, a power management 
algorithm is required to optimize the hybrid operation 
In this chapter, the method of frequency regulation and voltage regulation through a load 
side converter control is demonstrated. A power management algorithm is developed to 
share the power generated by solar PV and wind turbines where a diesel generator plays 





4.2 Frequency Regulation 
 
Frequency regulation is a unique requirement for electrical power systems. The generated 
power and load demand needs to be balanced in both grid tied and stand-alone power 
systems. The frequency of a power system represents the stability and balance maintained 
between the demand and the generated power [49]. Major fluctuation may occur in the 
frequency of a power system due the outage of power plants or tripping of generating 
sources. Such problems are very common in power system operation and in order to 
avoid these problems a frequency regulator is required to implement in the system. 
A basic frequency regulator based on dump loads is developed to regulate the frequency 
of stand-alone SWDHES which contains a discrete three-phase locked loop (PLL) 
system. Dump loads integrated in this system are variable resistive loads and are modeled 
using eight sets of three-phase resistors. Each set of three-phase resistor is connected in 
series with a gate turn-off (GTO) thyristor switches. The schematic diagram of the 




Figure 40 Schematic diagram of connection in dump load system 
The power consumed by each set of three-phase resistor is 0.5 kW, these load follows a 
binary progression so that the dump load can be varied in ranges of values. Maximum 
possible power consumption by resistive dump load is 4 kW. The frequency regulation 
method, applied in this system, is developed for the stand-alone SWDHES configuration. 
In this controller, the frequency is regulated by a discrete frequency control system and a 
standard three-phase PLL system measures the actual frequency of the power system. 
The frequency error is obtained from the comparison between measured and reference 
frequency which is 60 Hz according to the North American Standards. A proportional-
derivative (PD) controller receives the frequency error as an input to calculate the 
required dump load in order to regulate the system frequency. The signal from PD 
controller is converted to an 8-bit digital signal by passing through a sampling system. 
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Each bit provides switching pulse to the GTOs connected to three-phase dump loads. The 
switching action of these dump loads are performed at zero crossing in order to reduce 
fluctuations in the voltage [49]. The model of frequency regulation system is shown in 
fig. 41. 
 
Figure 41 Model of the frequency regulation system [54] 
4.3 Voltage Regulation 
4.3.1 Load Side Converter Control 
 
A voltage source converter (VSC) based controller is applied to regulate the voltage at 
the load side. The load side converter connected to a three-phase stand-alone utility is 
vector controlled in voltage reference frame. In voltage vector (d, q) reference frame the 
dynamic model of the converter load connection is given by [62]; 
            
   
  
         (  ) 
            
   
  
         (  ) 
Where, R and L are the resistive and inductive components of the RL-filter.  
The control system requires abc to dq transformation (Park’s transformation) and consists 
of a proportional-integral (PI) controller. The output of the PI controller is again 
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transformed from dq to abc and afterwards 6 pulse width modulation (PWM) switching 
signals are generated to regulate the voltage through a three-phase inverter. Construction 
of the VSC control system developed for voltage regulation in hybrid power system is 
shown in the fig. 42. 
 
Figure 42 Schematic of the load side converter control system 
A simulation model is constructed from [54] based on the equation (43) and (44) and a 
standard VSC control algorithm in fig. 42. The simulation model of the three-phase VSC 
based load side converter control system is shown in fig. 43. 
 
Figure 43 Simulation model of the load-side converter control system [54] 
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4.4 Power Management Algorithm 
 
Compared to other renewable energy resources the availability of wind energy is very 
high. In this model, priority is given to wind energy since it can generate electricity both 
during day and night. However, solar PV is also considered to keep in operation 
depending on load demand. At initial stage, diesel generator provides the power supply 
until the power generated either from solar PV or wind energy or combined power from 
solar PV and wind reaches minimum 5 kW. As soon as the total generated power reaches 
5 kW the supervision system turns off the diesel engine to minimize the gas emission and 
reduce the fuel cost. 
Two sets of additional three-phase resistive loads are added depending on total generated 
power. If total power generation reaches 10 kW the supervision system closes the breaker 
for first additional load so the generated power can fed the first additional load bank. The 
breaker for second additional load bank is closed if the total power generation reaches 
12.5 kW. So, total available load for stand-alone hybrid energy system is 15kW. The 





Figure 44 Flow chart of the power management algorithm for stand-alone SWDHES 
Here, PT is the total power, PPV, PWT and PDE is the power generated by solar PV, wind 
turbine (WT) and diesel engine (DE) respectively. AL1 and AL2 are two additional 
resistive load banks along with the three-phase resistive main load. The simulation model 
constructed to integrate the power management system is shown in the fig. 45. 
 
Figure 45 Simulation model of the power management algorithm 
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4.5 Results and Discussion 
 
A simulation is performed to study the behavior of the power management for solar-







 platform. The complete simulation model of SWDHES is 
shown in fig. 46. In this simulation block diagram, each power source and loads are 
connected with the bus through a controlled three-phase circuit breaker. The 
measurement blocks are placed between the breaker and bus for data acquisition. Power 
management algorithm is constructed in the SUPERVISION block and the PLOT block 
contains scopes to monitor the system behaviour. Control system for frequency regulation 
is constructed inside the FREQUENCY REGULATION block.  
 
Figure 46 Simulation model of the stand-alone SWDHES 
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The simulation is executed in Matlab®/Simulink® simulation interface, where the 
Simulink® blocks of the model is processed in variable-step and SimPower® models and 
blocks are processed in discrete sampling. The step size for discrete sampling is 1x10
-6
. 
Results obtained from the simulation are presented in fig. 47, 48, 49, 50 and 51.  
Here, fig. 47 shows the solar irradiation and wind speed profile applied in this work. A 
variable solar irradiance profile is applied which varies from 600 to 800 W/m
2
 where the 
wind profile varies from 8 to 10 m/s. Fig. 48 shows the duty cycle generated by the 
MPPT in PVECS and reference speed generated by the MPPT in WECS. The reference 
speed generated by the MPPT for WECS is updated at 4.5s with the change of wind 
profile at 4.0 s. 
 




Figure 48 Duty cycle and reference speed generated by the MPPTs in PVECS and WECS 
respectively 
 




Figure 50 Total power consumption (kW) by main load, additional load and dump load 
 
Figure 51 Status of load voltage (V) and frequency (Hz) of SWDHES 
Fig. 49 Shows the power generated by solar PV, wind turbine and diesel generator. The 
average power generated by solar PV is approximately 6 kW. The wind turbine generates 
maximum 10 kW power depending on load demand. Even though, the wind speed 
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increases at 4.0 s the power generated by the wind turbine drops since the demand is 
lesser and power management algorithm turns off the dump load. Diesel engine is 
switched off when total generated power reaches 5 kW. 
The load power consumed by the three-phase resistive main load, additional load and 
dump load is presented in fig. 50. The breaker for first additional load bank is closed 
when both solar PV and wind energy conversion system is operating and empowering 10 
kW main load. Another breaker for second additional load is closed when total power 
generation reaches 12.5 kW. 
In order to regulate the frequency, all dump loads are being added along with additional 
loads between 0.8 second to 1.5 second of the simulation. The frequency regulator 
gradually turns off the dump load one by one when the frequency is stable at 60 Hz after 
1.5 second. 
Since, the frequency regulator turns off the dump load when the system is stable, the 
power extraction from wind turbine drops due to lesser load demand. Even though, the 
wind speed changes to 10 m/s at 4.0 second of the simulation process, the power from 
wind turbine drops gradually. 
Fig. 51 shows the regulation of voltage at load side and the status of system frequency. 
Some fluctuation in load voltage occurs between the period of 0.6 second to 0.8 second, 
when both solar and wind energy are added in operation. The system frequency is being 





This chapter presents an elaborative model of a SWDHES. The simulation model is 
developed to study the behavior of stand-alone SWDHES. A set of resistive dump load is 
applied to regulate the system frequency. The load side voltage is regulated with a three-
phase VSC controller. A simple power management strategy is developed to improve the 
reliability of hybrid operation. All the results obtained from the simulation are 




5 Conclusion and Recommendations 
 
Hybrid energy systems (HES) can provide environment friendly and cost effective energy 
solutions with higher reliability and power quality. Instead of conventional energy, stand-
alone solar-wind-diesel based HES can provide decent supply of electrical energy in 
remote locations. In these days, HES is an economic reality to reduce the dependency on 
a diesel fuel for off-grid communities. A diesel driven power generator is often provided 
in remote HES in case of unavailability of electrical power from renewable energy 
sources. Furthermore, HES can substantially reduce a fuel consumption and emission 
compared to the conventional power systems. However, a complex power management 
strategy is required to ensure proper power sharing between multiple sources and 
optimize the power quality. A brief study through simulation is focused in this research 
with an objective to develop a power management strategy and control systems for stand-
alone solar-wind-diesel hybrid energy systems (SWDHES).  
5.1 Contributions 
 
The main contributions of this research to engineering and science are summarized 
below: 
 A novel simulation model of stand-alone solar-wind-diesel hybrid energy system 
(SWDHES) was developed where a solar photovoltaic energy conversion system 
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(PVECS) is integrated with a wind energy conversion system (WECS) along with a 
diesel generator. 
 A new simulation model of solar PV cell was constructed in order to develop a PV 
array. The power system components for PVECS are developed along with advance 
control techniques such as maximum power point tracking (MPPPT) to ensure 
maximum power extraction from PVECS.  
 An advanced simulation model of PMSG based wind energy conversion system was 
developed and integrated into the simulation model of SWDHES along with a 
conventional diesel energy conversion system (DECS). An improved MPPT control 
scheme is developed for WECS and implemented into simulation system. 
 A multi-variable control system was developed and implemented into the simulation 
model of SWDHES in order to operate the hybrid system at optimum level. A 
frequency regulator and load side voltage regulator are developed and implemented to 
regulate the power quality. A power management algorithm is developed and applied 
to optimize the hybrid operation by balancing and sharing power between sources and 
loads. 
 The overall performance of the developed control systems and power management 
algorithm is validated by executing the simulation model. The results obtained from 
the simulation is presented and discussed in this dissertation. 
TechnoCentre Éolien may apply the algorithms and control schemes developed is this 
research. The response of the hybrid energy system and the effect of power management 
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algorithm observed in this study will be useful to for hardware implementation and also 
for the improvement of the control algorithms in practical setup.  
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
 
The control system developed in this work is based on proportional-integral-derivative 
(PID) control and vector control scheme. However, it can be improved by applying 
advance control techniques like fuzzy logic control scheme, sliding mode control, 
adaptive control, predictive control etc. Depending on the utility size, it is possible to 
improve the power management system by including more conditions and complex cases. 
The dump load based frequency regulation system can be replaced with different form of 
energy storage units, such as batteries and compressed air storage system. However, grid 
integration of such complex system would be very challenging and further research can 
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Specifications of the Systems Developed in Simulation Study 
 
A. Specifications of Solar PVECS 
Variable irradiation = 600 to 800 W/m
2
 
Optimum operating voltage of PV modules = 30.4 V 
Optimum operating current of PV module = 8.22 A 
Nominal power generated by each module = 250 W 
Optimum operating voltage of PVarray = 121.6 V 
Optimum operating current of PV array = 49.32 A 
Nominal power generated by PVECS = 6 kW 
B. Specifications of PMSG based WECS 
c1 = 0.517, c2 = 116, c3 = 0.4, c4 = 5, c5 = 21 and c6 = 0.0068 
ρ = 1.225 kg/m
3
 
Rotor diameter = 82.5 m 
Rotor swept area = 107.5 m
2
 




C. Specifications of DECS 
RS = 0.0036 pu 
H = 1.07 pu 
Pole pairs = 2 
Nominal power = 52.5 kW 
D. Specification of Stand-alone System 
Operating three-phase RMS voltage (phase to phase) = 600 V 
System frequency = 60 Hz 
Main load = 10 kW 
Additional load 1 = 2.5 kW 
Additional load 2 = 2.5 kW 
Dump load = 4 kW 
